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Areas of Focus and Outcomes: 
Fully Met: All areas within the requirement were demonstrated during the on-site visit
Partially Met: Some area of the requirement was demonstrated during the on-site visit (requires comment) 
Not Met: None of the area of the requirement was demonstrated during the on-site visit (requires comment) 
Not Applicable: Area not applicable (requires a comment) 
PREPARATION AND PLANNING
Area of Focus
Fully Met
Partially Met
Not Met
N/A
Specialist scheduled visit
Reviewed provider history in advance
Specialist had correct forms and or resources for visit
ON-SITE VISIT
Area of Focus
Fully Met
Partially Met
Not Met
N/A
Greeted provider and introduced herself/himself
Purpose of visit explained upon arrival to provider
Name badge always worn
Introduces self to staff when entering individual rooms
Appropriate checklist was completed and all items on checklist were evaluated
Communicated respectfully and professionally throughout the visit
All areas of the child care space were inspected as applicable to the licensing checklist 
Offered resources and assistance to providers if corrective action was needed 	
TECHNICAL SKILLS
Area of Focus
Fully Met
Partially Met
Not Met
N/A
Knowledge of Early Childhood Services Rules and Regulations
Knowledge of Early Childhood Services Policies and Procedures
Ability to make decisions independently and appropriately as questions arise
Licensing Study completed with all required documents submitted
COMMUNICATION
Area of Focus
Fully Met
Partially Met
Not Met
N/A
Oral
Listening
Written
Interpersonal Relationships 
Motivation
Follow Through
SUMMARY
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